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“

At the end of
the day, we got
a credible result
that was more
analytically
sound in less
than half the
time”
Joint Chiefs of Staff

The Intelligent Portfolio
Decision Lens is a cloud-based software solution delivering the complete
process for identifying, prioritizing, analyzing, and measuring which investments, projects, and resources will deliver the highest returns. Decision Lens combines valuable organizational data with experts’ judgements
to establish priorities in an efficient, intelligent framework. Decision Lens’
streamlined and automated solution saves the Army countless hours and
dollars while simultaneously providing the optimal value for your initiatives. Competency areas include: Army Modernization, G8
Resource Allocation, G-357 Strategic Prioritization, Risk/Trade off
Analysis, S&T/Innovation Prioritization, and Workforce Planning.

•

Maximize the value of every dollar, operate transparently,
and wisely use the resources entrusted to you.

•

Align resources to the highest value projects.

•

Instantly re-allocate resources as priorities and funding
change.

Visualize performance on key decision drivers
and define the trade space

government.decisionlens.com

Optimize financial and human resources with
multi-year planning capabilities
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Federal Customer Profiles - Helping You Fight Tonight
U.S Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
Strategic Prioritization, Budgeting, and Resource Allocation
TRADOC leverages Decision Lens at HQ, across 8 COE’s (Centers of Excellence),
and other component commands to prioritize strategic initiatives and allocate
financial and manpower resources intelligently against those priorities. Supported
use cases include, but are not limited to: Mission/Training 1-n prioritization, G-8
resource allocation, Cost-Benefits (C-BA) & Alternatives (AoA) analysis, Contracts
prioritization, and Skills/Tasks prioritization.

Army Chief of Staff for Installation Management (ACSIM)
Capabilities Prioritization and POM Optimization
ACSIM is prioritizing capabilities that support Army Installation operations from law enforcement to
family support to environmental quality services. With Decision Lens, ACSIM is able to run what-if
scenarios by removing or adding capabilities and visualizing the impact on the mission, family support,
and leadership priorities.

U.S. Army Special Operations Command
Strategic Planning and Budget Optimization
USASOC commands both active-duty and Army Reserve special operations forces. They use Decision
Lens for budgeting, planning, and operations activities. USASOC can evaluate numerous competing
resource alternatives among participants with Decision Lens. They can easily tie resource decisions to
actual dollars in multiple major force programs and budget lines.

Decision Lens is a
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Compliant Organization

